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1 Introduction
We consider a bistable reaction-iffusion-advection systm describing the growth
of biological individuals which move by diffusion and chemotaxis [5]:
$\{\begin{array}{ll}u_{t} =d_{u}\Delta u-\nabla(u\nabla\chi(w))+f(u)w_{t} =d_{w}\Delta w+u-\gamma w\end{array}$ (1)
where $f(u)=u(1-u)(u-a)(0<a<1/2)$ .
By the $num\varpi id$ simulations, there are many various patterns with static and dy-
namic properties [1], [5], [6]. Here, we $ma\dot{i}$ly consider the dynamics of stripe and
snaky patterns. In our model, the phase transition phenomena appears due to the
bistable systm and we call the boundary of two phases an interface. Therefore, it
is enough to consider the dynamics of the movement of the interface understand-
ing these pattern formations. Especially, we are concerned with the interactive
dynamics of two interfaces far from equilibrium. Tb do so, we introduce the equ&
tion which descnibes the movement of the interface and discuss the interactive
dynamics between two interfaces.
On the other hand, we already show the equation dominated the dynamics of
the interfaces near the equihbrium and the stability of the planar standing pulse
solution in the iannel domain [5], [7]. In the case of two interfaces with same
constant curvatures given in [6], [8], it is shown that the stability of the sinple
static snaky pattern and fomally construction of the traveling solution with a
triple jumction.
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2 Interactive dynamics of two interfaces
In this section, we fomally introduce the equation described the dynamics of
the interfaces with the interaction. To do so, we rewnite (1) as
$u_{t}=D\Delta u-K_{2}(u)+F(u)$ (2)
where $K_{2}(u)=div(u\nabla\chi, 0)^{T}$ and $u=(u,w)^{T}$ .
Whm $\Gamma(\sigma)$ is a curve corresponding to the interface with a parameter $\sigma$ , the
local coordinate is given by $(x,y)=\Gamma(\sigma)+\lambda\nu(\sigma),$ $(\lambda,\sigma)=(\Lambda(x,y),\Sigma(x,y))$ with
the normal vector $\nu(\sigma)$ at $\Gamma(\sigma)$ . Then, it holds that
$\nabla\chi(\Lambda,\Sigma)=(\Lambda_{x}\chi_{\lambda}+\Sigma_{x}\chi_{\sigma},\Lambda_{y}\chi_{\lambda}+\Sigma_{y}\chi_{\sigma})^{T}=\chi_{\lambda}\nabla\Lambda+\chi_{\sigma}\nabla\Sigma$,












where $L_{1}(u)=Du_{\lambda\lambda}+F(u)$ and Ku $=- \frac{\hslash}{1-\hslash\lambda}u_{\lambda}+\frac{1}{1-k\lambda}(\frac{1}{1-k\lambda}u_{\sigma})_{\sigma}$ .
The equation corraepondin$g$ to (3) in $R$ is given by
$u_{t}=Du_{xx}-\hat{K}_{1}(u)+F(u)$ (4)
where $\hat{K}_{1}(u)=(u_{x}\chi_{x}+u\chi_{xx},0)^{T}$ .
Let $P_{\pm}$ be two roots of $F(u)=0$. Then, the boundary conditions of (3) are
$\lim_{xarrow-\infty}u(t,x)=P_{-}=(0,0),$ $1mu(t,x)=P+=(p,q)$ . (5)
Assumption: Let $\lambda=x+ae$ . There exists a traveling hont solution of (4), (5)
with the velocity $c$, which solution $S(\lambda)=(\Phi(\lambda)_{;}\Psi(\lambda))$ satisfies
$\{\begin{array}{l}0=DS_{\lambda\lambda}-cS_{\lambda}-K_{1}(S)+F(S),\lambda\in RS(\pm\infty)=P\pm\cdot\end{array}$ (6)
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Remark 2.1 [4] For suitable constants $d_{u}$ and $d_{w}$ of the diagonal elements of the
matrix $D$ , there exists a traveling front solution of (6).
We treat two interface curves $\Gamma_{i}(i=1,2)$ which have not any common point.
Let $(x,y)=\Gamma_{:}(\sigma_{i})+\lambda_{i}\nu_{1}(\sigma_{1})$ be local coordinates in the neighborhood of eaCh
curve $\Gamma_{i}$ . Then, we assume that the solution $u(t,x,y)$ is expanded by
$u(t,x,y)=S(\Lambda_{1}(t,x,y))+S(-\Lambda_{2}(t,x,y))-P++v(t,x,y)$ . (7)
Assumption: Let $\epsilon$ be a small parameter. Then, it holds that for the curves $r_{:}$ $($
$i=1,2)$
curvatures $\hat{\kappa}_{i}$ of $\Gamma_{i}\sim O(\epsilon)$ ,
$v\sim v(t, \lambda_{i},\sigma_{i})$ in the neighborhood of $\Gamma_{i}$ with $\sigma_{1}=O(\epsilon)$ .
Let $\hat{m}=\epsilon\kappa_{i}$ and $\sigma_{i}=\epsilon\ell_{i}$ . Substituting (7) into (3), the left hand side is repre-
sented by
$u_{t}=\Lambda_{1t}S_{\lambda}(\Lambda_{1})-\Lambda_{2t}S_{\lambda}(-\Lambda_{2})+v_{t}+\Lambda_{1t}v_{\lambda_{l}}+\epsilon\Sigma_{1t}v_{\ell_{i}}$ in the n.b.$h$. of $\Gamma_{i}$ . (8)
First, we consider the problem in the neighborhood of $\Gamma_{1}$ . Then, $S(-\Lambda_{2})-P++v$
becomes a remainder term in the neighborhood.
For simplicity, let $\lambda_{1}arrow\lambda,$ $\ell_{1}arrow\ell,$ $\kappa_{1}arrow\kappa,$ $\Lambda_{1}arrow\Lambda,$ $\Sigma_{1}arrow\Sigma$ . Then, the right







Assumption: For the solution $S(\lambda)$ of (6), there is a positive constant $\alpha$ and
vector $a+=(a,b)^{T}$ such that
$S(\lambda)-P+\sim e^{-\alpha\lambda}a_{+}$ as $\lambdaarrow\infty$ . (10)
Then, we remark that $DK(S(-\Lambda_{2})-P_{+})=O(\epsilon\kappa e^{\alpha\Lambda_{2}}),$ $\Lambda_{t}v_{\lambda}$ and $g\Sigma_{t^{V\ell}}$ are smffi







By (6), (10), it holds that
$0=\alpha^{2}De^{-\alpha\lambda}a_{+}+$ $(P_{+})e^{-\alpha\lambda}a_{+}+\alpha ce^{-\alpha\lambda}a$ $-K_{1}’(P_{+})e^{-\alpha\lambda}a_{+}+O(e^{-2a\lambda})$ . (11)
Therefore, it follows from (11) that
$\hat{L}(e^{-\alpha\lambda}a_{+})\sim(F’(S)-F’(P_{+})-\alpha c+K_{1}’(P_{+}))e^{-\alpha\lambda}a+$ (12)
by $\hat{L}(e^{-\alpha\lambda}a_{+})=(\alpha^{2}D+F’(S))e^{-\alpha\lambda}a+\cdot$
Since $\chi_{\sigma}=\chi_{\sigma\sigma}=0$, we note that $\hat{K}’(S)(e^{\alpha A_{2}}a++v)\sim 0,$ $KS=-\frac{en}{1-\epsilon\kappa\lambda}S_{\lambda}\sim$










Next, we will have the outward nomal velocity $V$ of the interface. Let $\varphi^{*}=$
$(\varphi_{1}^{*}, \varphi_{2}^{*})$ be an eigenfunction corr\’eponding to $0$ eigenvalue of the adjoint operator
$(\hat{L}-K_{1}’(S))^{*}$ of $\hat{L}-K_{1}’(S)$ nomalized by $<S_{\lambda},$ $\varphi^{*}>=1$ . Then, it foUows from
the solvabihty condition $(e. g. [3])$ that
$\Lambda_{t}=$ $-\epsilon\kappa<DS_{\lambda},>+\epsilon\kappa<\Phi\chi(\Psi)_{\lambda},$ $\varphi_{1L^{2}}^{*}>+c$
$+ \int_{-\infty}^{\infty}e^{\alpha A_{2}(x(\lambda).y(\lambda))}<(G(S(\lambda))-G(P_{+})-\alpha c)a_{+},$ $\varphi^{*}(\lambda)>d\lambda$
where $G(\Pi)=F’(\Pi)-K_{1}’(\Pi)$ and $<\cdot,$ $>L^{2}$ means the $L^{2}(R)$ imer product.
IMom $\Lambda_{t}=-V$ , the velocity $V_{1}$ of $\Gamma_{1}$ is given by




On the other hand, let $\hat{S}(\lambda)=S(-\lambda),\hat{\varphi}^{*}(\lambda)=\varphi^{*}(-\lambda)$ and so on. Then, the
normal velocity $V_{2}=\Lambda_{2t}$ of the interface $\Gamma_{2}$ is represented by
$V_{2}=-\epsilon\kappa_{2}(<D\hat{S}_{\lambda,\hat{\varphi}>t^{2}}-<\hat{\Phi}\chi(\hat{\Psi})_{\lambda},\hat{\varphi}_{1L^{2}}^{*}>)+c+g_{2}$ (14)
where
$g_{2}= \int_{-\infty}^{\infty}e^{-\alpha A_{1}(x(\lambda),y(\lambda))}<(G(\hat{S}(\lambda))-G(P_{+})-\alpha c)a_{+},\hat{\varphi}’(\lambda)>d\lambda$.
If the velocity $c$ of the traveling front solution of (6) is of order $\epsilon$, then the velocity
of the interface depends on the curvature.
3 Application (1 dimensional problem)




where $H= \int_{-\infty}^{\infty}e^{\alpha\lambda}<(G(S(\lambda))-G(P_{+})-\alpha c)a_{+},\varphi^{r}(\lambda)>d\lambda$.
As $|\ell_{1}(t)-\ell_{2}(t)|\gg 1$ , these equations imply that
$\{\begin{array}{l}c<0\Rightarrow twoint\alpha fac\infty c>0\Rightarrow\end{array}$
As $c=0$, it holds that
$\{\begin{array}{ll}H^{l} <0\Rightarrow two intdacae are attractiveH >0\Rightarrow two interfaces are repulsive\end{array}$
where $H^{*}= \int_{-\infty}^{\infty}e^{\alpha\lambda}<(G(S(\lambda))-G(P_{+}))a_{+},\varphi^{*}(\lambda)>d\lambda$.
Remark 3.1 [4] For suitable constants $4_{4},$ $d_{w}$ and $\chi(w)$ , there exists a l-dim.
standing fivnt solution of $(\theta)$, that is, the velocity is zero.
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